LOVE WILL FIND THE WAY LYRICS
Lyrics to "Love Will Find A Way" song by Kenny Lattimore: In a perfect world, One we've never known, We would never
need, To face the world alone. They can.

Morton Christie 31 August Reply I'm looking for the song, artist and lyrics. So I could have the lyrics wrong?
But by tonight we'll be more just friends. The song has not been played since. But it went something like this:
I saw you standing there I said hello. You were on your own, I was lonely then. After this tour the song would
not be played again live until the summer tour for Talk , where it was on the set list for approximately 8
shows. Top 40; [1] it has been featured on several of Yes' later compilations, including the box sets Yesyears
and In a Word: Yes â€”. Make yourself at home. Precious Xenia 31 August Reply I'm looking for the song
which sing "hey now look into my eyes you can use them as a mirror baby your my ticket to paradise" the last
ending song of the gold squad vlog where they go to the ice cream museum. And I have not heard it since
then. A video for the song is also included on Yes' Greatest Video Hits. Hello Girl, how are you? Its from the
mid '70's. History[ edit ] Yes guitarist and singer Trevor Rabin originally wrote the song for singer Stevie
Nicks to perform; [2] however, Yes drummer Alan White encouraged Rabin to let Yes record the song instead,
which they did. I did know it not know it would lead you to my door. Tonight I won't be here all alone.
Alternative versions[ edit ] In , Trevor Rabin released a pair of albums, each of which featured a different
version of "Love Will Find a Way": Live in LA features a live performance of the song, and features an early
demo of the song in which Rabin sings all the vocals and plays all of the instruments. Tell me that later on
tonight, I won't be alone. Let's get acquainted. Nevermind 31 August Reply Looking for a song, don't know
the lyrics, song name nor the singer, but I do know it starts with something like "D d dj mk" something like
that, then you can hear the beat and a yell just like from PitBull when it goes "eeeeeeeuuuuu", then the lyrics
which I don't remember DONNA BAILLIE 31 August Reply I'm looking for a song from the early s, I was
sure it was called Ophelia but I've tried every song called that and can't find it! Sit right down and make
yourself at at home. During the first half of the tour it was played as the first encore, and during the second
half of the tour it was played early in the set list after Shoot High, Aim Low was dropped. Lyrics as I
remember them are "Ophelia it's me where did you go last night, all I need is something to Live performances[
edit ] The song was played at every concert during the tour supporting Big Generator.

